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This short story is a companion piece to The Dead War Series: Book 1 which is available at
Amazon here: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B006YEKJXO . The Dead War Series Book 1 starts
the story of  The Dead War.

The Dead War Series Book 1

The US Army doesn't run from any enemy, living......or dead!

In the year 2053 the dead walked. Mankind was caught off guard at first but within six years
mounted a massive military assault on the dead.

These are the stories of some of those men and women that fought back. These are the stories
of some trying to find a “cure”. These are the stories of those that are just trying to survive the
nightmare of the walking dead. These are the stories of those that caused The Dead War.

Blurbs about The Dead War Series: Book 1

....A simple balls to the wall zombie tale.   The Rotting Zombie therottingzombie.blogspot.co.uk

My suggestion is... you probably don't want to read this one on an full stomach. Go ahead! Jump
on over to AMAZON to get a copy of George's zombie tale now!  Michael Clutton Tasty Terror 
tastyterror.blogspot.com

George Cook's Dead War Series is a fun time (IF you think fun is apocalypse of slow-style
zombies! We do!). The Madore Brothers  necropology.com/    twitter.com/#!/Necropology

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B006YEKJXO


Thompson

The loud screech of laser rifles and the moans of the dead filled the air as Sergeant Thompson and
her platoon advanced on dozens of the dead.

She ordered her men forward as the dead fell. They had to reach the kids stuck on the second
floor of a building only twenty yards away.

“Douglass!”, yelled Thompson.

A corporal ran to her side, “Yes sergeant.”

The platoon neared the doorway of the building and formed a protective perimeter around the
door.

Thompson tapped Douglas on the helmet, “ Hold your ground here. I’m taking two men and
going inside to get the kids!”

Douglass nodded as he blasted one of the dead back over the hood of a car from which it had
came.

Thompson tapped two soldiers on the helmet and then started into the building. She was met
immediately by two of the dead. She smashed one in the face with the butt of her rifle as one of
the soldiers behind her shot the other in the head.

The creature Thompson had hit slammed into the wall. Thompson quickly flipped her rifle and
show it between the eyes.

The three soldiers started up the stairs. As they reached the top of the staircase they saw eight of
the dead attempting to break down door of the apartment where the kids were.

“Light em up!”, shouted Thompson.

The soldiers opened fire. The doorway exploded in burst of blue light, blood, and black bile, as
the heads of the dead exploded.

Thompson ran to the door before the last of the dead even hit the floor.

“Open the door!”, she yelled, “ It’s okay we are here to get you out of here!.”

Soon she could here furniture moving and a minute later the door opened. Three girls between the
ages of 5 and 10 stepped out crying as they ran to Thompson. She hugged them. She was a
soldier but at one time she was a mother. She wanted to make them feel safe.



“Sergeant!”, shouted one of her men, We gotta move they can’t hold the perimeter outside
forever.”

Thompson looked at the soldier and nodded. She then looked down at the girls, “We gotta move
fast babies okay. Once we get outside keep moving and don’t look back. I will make sure you get
to safety.”

The group started for the front. door with Thompson in the lead. Thompson ran out of the
doorway and nodded at Douglass.

“Lets move” yelled Douglass.

The group of soldiers and children began moving quickly as Thompson lead the way methodically
shooting down the dead . One of her men yelled out. She turned to see him being dragged
underneath a car.

“Keep moving!”, yelled Thompson.

Some of her men who had started back toward the car reversed themselves and fell back in taking
down many of the dead as they protected the rear of the group.

“Shit sarge!”, yelled Douglass pointing to about a hundred oncoming dead.

Thompson turned toward the oncoming, “Keep moving. I will lead them off!”

“I’m staying with you sarge!”, yelled Douglass as he ran to her side..

Thompson pushed Douglass back, “ No, get those girls and my men out of here!”

Douglass reluctantly lead the others away. Thompson saw the girls look back their eyes filling
with tears.

Thompson had promised to get them to safety and dammit she would.

Thompson screamed to attract the dead. They all soon turned their attention to her. She then ran
to the nearest car and placed a grenade on top. She hit the red button on top and ran to three
more cars to do the same as the dead began to swarm around here. She climbed on top of one of
the cars and began shooting at the dead with her rifle.

As soon as one of the dead fell another came to take it’s place. Thompson looked to see her men
and the children reach the end of the street.

She smiled. Then the grenades went off.



Thompson was thrown in the air and landed with a thud behind a car as the body parts of the dead
flew through the air. Thompson saw smoke and flames and then blackness.

She woke up an hour later in incredible pain. Her stomach hurt badly. As her vision became clear
she saw that one of the dead was feeding on her intestines. She was too weak to scream. She
watched with terror in her eyes and her mouth opened in a silent scream as the thing pulled more
of her intestine from her body.

She did not want to become one of those things, “ Please God don’t let this happen.”, she cried.

That’s when he stepped into view.

A man in an all black uniform and holding a laser pistol. A scout.

THE END
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Buy The Dead War Series: Book 1 here for $1.50:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B006YEKJXO 
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